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Oracle Corporation: 

Thor Industries (THO) is a recreation vehicle builder that makes and sells a range of RVs, from motor homes 

to travel trailers, as well as related parts.  Brands include Airstream, Thor Motor Coach, Compass, Sunlight, 

and Dutchmen.  The company’s RV manufacturing plants generally produce vehicles to dealer order.  THO 

sells through about 3,300 independent dealers throughout the US, Canada, and Europe.  The company has 

domestic facilities in Idaho, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, and Oregon.  The US is its largest market, accounting for 

about 75% of total sales.  In 2019, THO completed the acquisition of Germany-based RV manufacturer, Erwin 

Hymer Group (EHG), in a cash and stock deal valued at about $1.9 billion. 

 

The Industry at Large: 

COVID was particular harsh to recreational activities and travel.  This was recently brought back to the 

forefront as Disney announced that 28,000 employees would be laid off citing California’s continued 

shutdown and weak air travel.  Despite the trends taking place at large theme park venues, overall travel 

away from home is only down 4% prior to March.  More importantly, travel to National Parks is up over 70% 

over the same time period.  Park visitation coupled with lack of air travel is indicative of a society trading in 

luggage and beach towels for campers and sleeping bags. 

 
This shift in travel and activity was recently reinforced by ITR Economics calling for the RV industry to ship 

424,400 units in 2020 and 507,200 units for 2021.  This is a 4.2% increase over 2019 and a projected 19.5% 

growth rate for 2021.      

 

Another tailwind that will benefit the RV industry is the average shelf life of an RV.  A survey done by the 

University of Michigan found that the average ownership life of an RV is 7.4 years.  Orders began to spike for 

the RV industry back in 2016 and peaked in 2017.  Thus, taking the incremental growth COVID is providing in 

the short term along with the average ownership timeframe coming to a head in 2023 is setting the stage for 

a robust outlook well beyond 2021.   
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THO is the elephant in the room when it comes to the RV market outselling Winnebago by a factor of ~3.5x.  

Despite THO’s size, it only makes up ~50% of the market with 2 other competitors largely encompassing the 

market.  The story of RV’s and THO gets even more impressive when analyzing the company specifics of THO. 

 
 

Dealer inventory is at a 5 year low and providing a catalyst for dealer’s to not only order to meet ongoing 

demand, but at an accelerated rate to meet the incremental demand stemming from COVID.  This view gets 

even better when analyzing the backlog of THO.  Not only, are all three segments growing at an accelerated 

rate, but NA towable is up 300%.  This is incredibly important as NA Towable is the widest margin product for 

the firm and the largest revenue channel.   

 

Despite all the good news that is coming from firm financials, market share has been fairly stable for THO.  

Forest River, owned by Berkshire Hathaway and the 2nd largest player and THO have largely kept the status 

quo.  This is indicative of an industry where brand equity has clearly won the day and the main variable will 

be that of the overall industry rising or falling.   

Source: Thor Industries 
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From 2019 to 2020, THO increased market share in Motorized, but lost a little ground in Towables.  This did 

not change the fact that THO remains the #1 provider in both industries.  Nonetheless, THO needs to retain 

this market share going forward and flex its buying power over suppliers to ensure adequate supplies and 

capture this ongoing COVID opportunity. 

 

Getting A Discount 

Despite the RV industry at large set for growth, along with THO’s impressive pipeline, the price of shares are 

not reflecting an upbeat scenario.   

 

Source: Bloomberg 
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As previously said, dealer inventory is at a 5 year low and THO’s backlog is at a 5 year high, one would expect 

the multiple to be elevated relative to its history.  However, this is just not the case as the multiple seems to 

reflect a “steady as she goes,” scenario.  Some of this consternation most likely stems from management’s 

recent employment of debt.  Historically, a debt free company, THO drew down $2.2B in 2019 of debt to 

pursue growth and acquisitions (EHG being the largest).  However, management has shown its conservative 

nature not only paying back the debt on time, but prepaying the debt back down to $1.7B as of July 2020.   

 

This perceived discount only gets sweeter when analyzing the consumer and ongoing costs that go into an 

RV.  Household net worth is at an all-time high while debt service is at an all-time low.  This serves as a 

catalyst for consumers to pursue the large price tag that comes with an RV. 

 
In addition, the strength of the consumer picture only gets better when considering the cost to finance an RV 

is at an all-time low.  The 10YR Treasury is currently 0.67%, providing a strong credit market to pursue a 

vehicle loan to offset any of the purchase price the consumer may not want to pay for upfront. 

 

Lastly, gas prices remain historically low, providing a lower variable cost and incentive for consumers to 

pursue an RV.  Even examining 2016 and 2017 when new orders were strong prior to the trade war, gas 

prices were either in line with the current environment or 15% higher.   
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Thus, taking into account the robustness of the industry, THO’s backlog (especially with NA Towable), 

margins set to rise on product mix and scale, a new market in Europe, a healthy consumer, low financing 

costs, and low gas prices all point to a higher multiple and thus share price than currently being offered. 

 

Equity & Fundamental Analysis: 
 

History highlights a firm that has been on an acquisition binge.  Despite this process of acquiring and 

integrating new brands, models, etc. management has been able to keep margins relatively flat.  This 

acquisition strategy will most likely be limited given THO’s size today relative to its history.  Nonetheless, the 

outlook is fairly robust given the points described above  

 

Product Projections

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

Revenue $3,526 $4,007 $4,582 $7,247 $8,329 $7,865 $8,168 $9,680 $9,970 $10,718 $11,414

  Recreational Vehicles $3,526 $4,007 $4,582 $7,247 $8,329 $7,865 $8,168 $9,680 $9,970 $10,718 $11,414

Market Share

  Recreational Vehicles 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

Growth Rates

Revenue 27.94% 13.65% 14.36% 58.16% 14.93% -5.57% 3.86% 18.50% 3.00% 7.50% 6.50%

  Recreational Vehicles 27.94% 13.65% 14.36% 58.16% 14.93% -5.57% 3.86% 18.50% 3.00% 7.50% 6.50%

CAPEX $3 -$235 -$602 -$117 -$184 -$1,866 -$143 -$169 -$169 -$182 -$188

Depreciation $26 $31 $53 $98 $93 $149 $207 $203 $212 $237 $254

Sales/CAPEX -0.08% 5.87% 13.13% 1.61% 2.20% 23.72% 1.75% 1.75% 1.70% 1.70% 1.65%

CAPEX/Depreciation -889.66% 13.36% 8.74% 84.23% 50.79% 7.98% 145.00% 120.00% 125.00% 130.00% 135.00%

Historic Projection

Source: Bloomberg 
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In seeking to make a conservative estimate, THO is only projected to grow 18.5% in 2021 despite the industry 

expectation of 20%.  In addition, the lapping of a 7 year ownership timeframe for a swell of demand in 2016 

and 2017 is serving as a launchpad for growth in 2023 and 2024. 

 

Given the 300% growth in NA Towable, margin is set to increase on product mix going forward.  The one issue 

that could arise is that of supply issues meeting demand.  To counter this potential headwind, SG&A is not 

expected to be scaled despite management’s history of being able to scale this variable.  In addition, a strong 

RV market is indicative of a strong after parts market.  This after parts market can provide some 

supplemental supply should management run into any supply issues. 

 

Income Statement

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

Revenue $3,526 $4,007 $4,582 $7,247 $8,329 $7,865 $8,168 $9,680 $9,970 $10,718 $11,414

Cost of Goods $3,054 $3,449 $3,856 $6,203 $7,164 $6,892 $7,049 $8,261 $8,499 $9,083 $9,645

Gross Revenue $471 $558 $726 $1,044 $1,165 $973 $1,119 $1,418 $1,471 $1,634 $1,769
  Gross Margin 13.37% 13.91% 15.85% 14.40% 13.98% 12.37% 13.70% 14.65% 14.75% 15.25% 15.50%

SG & A $196 $236 $282 $322 $384 $387 $557 $629 $623 $643 $668

R & D $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Other Operating $0 $0 $0 $66 $57 $75 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

EBITDA $275 $322 $445 $656 $724 $511 $562 $789 $847 $991 $1,101
  EBITDA Margin 7.81% 8.04% 9.70% 9.05% 8.69% 6.50% 6.88% 8.15% 8.50% 9.25% 9.65%

Depreciation & Amoritization $26 $31 $53 $98 $93 $149 $207 $203 $212 $237 $254

EBIT $250 $291 $392 $558 $631 $362 $355 $586 $636 $755 $847
  EBIT Margin 7.08% 7.25% 8.56% 7.69% 7.57% 4.61% 4.34% 6.05% 6.37% 7.04% 7.42%

Interest Expense -$2 -$1 $1 $9 $3 $60 $72 $71 $70 $69 $69

Other Abnomral Losses -$2 -$1 $8 -$8 -$6 $117 $10 $10 $10 $10 $10

EBT $253 $293 $383 $556 $633 $185 $273 $505 $555 $675 $769

Tax Expense $77 $91 $125 $182 $203 $52 $57 $106 $117 $142 $161

Net Income $176 $202 $258 $374 $430 $133 $216 $399 $439 $533 $607

SG & A Expense (% Sales) 5.55% 5.88% 6.15% 4.44% 4.61% 4.92% 6.82% 6.50% 6.25% 6.00% 5.85%

R & D Expense (% Sales) 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Other Operating Expense (% Sales) 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.91% 0.68% 0.95% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Effective Tax Rate (% EBT) 30.57% 31.05% 32.69% 32.73% 32.04% 28.25% 21.00% 21.00% 21.00% 21.00% 21.00%

Historic Projection
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Management will have little issue producing free cash flow in this base case scenario.  This is leading to an 

accumulating cash position that will not only service debt, but also provide the ability to prepay debt if 

management chooses.  This growing cash position was best summed up by Colleen Zuhl (CFO Thor 

Industries), “Our priorities for cash remain consistent with our historical priorities, which are (1) reducing 

Cash Flow Statement

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

EBIT $250 $291 $392 $558 $631 $362 $355 $586 $636 $755 $847

Tax Expense (-) 25% $77 $91 $125 $182 $203 $52 $57 $106 $117 $142 $161

Depreciation, Amoritization & Provision (+) $26 $31 $53 $98 $93 $149 $207 $203 $212 $237 $254

Change in Net Working Capital (-) $56 -$17 -$32 $53 $57 -$226 $125 $75 -$50 -$75 -$50

Capital Expenditures (+) $3 -$235 -$602 -$117 -$184 -$1,866 -$143 -$169 -$169 -$182 -$188

Operating Cash Flow $145 $13 -$250 $304 $281 -$1,181 $237 $439 $611 $742 $802

Outstanding Debt: Principal Payments Year Size (M)

1st Lien Revolver Due Jun. 30, 2021 2027 1,850 $1,850 $1,830 $1,810 $1,790 $1,770

New Debt: Issuance 10 Tenor:

Sr. Unsecured Due 2028 1 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Sr. Unsecured Due 2029 2 0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Sr. Unsecured Due 2030 3 0 $0 $0 $0

Sr. Unsecured Due 2031 4 0 $0 $0

Sr. Unsecured Due 2032 5 0 $0

Sr. Unsecured Due 2033 6 0

Sr. Unsecured Due 2034 7 0

Sr. Unsecured Due 2035 8 0

Sr. Unsecured Due 2036 9 0

Sr. Unsecured Due 2037 10 0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Debt $1,850 $1,830 $1,810 $1,790 $1,770

Outstanding Debt: Interest Payments Coupon

1st Lien Revolver Due Jun. 30, 2021 3.88% 1,850 $72 $71 $70 $69 $69

New Debt Interest Payments Year

Sr. Unsecured Due 1 0.00% 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Sr. Unsecured Due 2 4.25% 0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Sr. Unsecured Due 3 4.88% 0 $0 $0 $0

Sr. Unsecured Due 4 5.25% 0 $0 $0

Sr. Unsecured Due 5 5.50% 0 $0

Sr. Unsecured Due 6 5.88% 0

Sr. Unsecured Due 7 0.00% 0

Sr. Unsecured Due 8 0.00% 0

Sr. Unsecured Due 9 0.00% 0

Sr. Unsecured Due 10 0.00% 0

Current Total Interest Expense ($2) ($1) $1 $9 $3 $60 $72 $71 $70 $69 $69

Debt Tax Shield (35%) 25% ($0) ($0) $0 $2 $1 $15 $18 $18 $18 $17 $17

Free Cash Flow $147 $14 ($251) $297 $278 ($1,226) $183 $385 $559 $690 $750

Base Total Interest Expense ($2) ($1) $1 $9 $3 $60 $72 $71 $70 $69 $69

Potential Debt Tax Shield (35%) 25% ($0) ($0) $0 $2 $1 $15 $18 $18 $18 $17 $17

Base Free Cash Flow $147 $14 ($251) $297 $278 ($1,226) $183 $385 $559 $690 $750

Dividend $1.48/Share $75 $85 $95 $105 $115

Share Repurchase $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Non-Guaranteed Equity Payments $75 $85 $95 $105 $115

Maturity Schedule

1st Lien Revolver Due Jun. 30, 2021 1,850 $0 $20 $20 $20 $20

Retired Debt $0 $20 $20 $20 $20

FCF - Obligations and Non-Guaranteed $108 $300 $464 $585 $635

Debt Retirement Cash Limit $0 $20 $20 $20 $20

Cash Balance $539 $100 $646 $927 $1,371 $1,936 $2,551

Base Capital Raise $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

EBITDA/Interest Expense (188.3)x    (321.3)x    621.5x       85.7x         272.4x     11.0x        10.7x        14.0x        15.1x        17.7x        19.8x        

EBITDA/Interest Expense* (188.3)x    (321.3)x    621.5x       85.7x         272.4x     11.0x        10.7x        14.0x        15.1x        17.7x        19.8x        

(EBITDA - CAPEX)/Interest Expense (190.1)x    (107.6)x    (130.4)x    72.4x         211.2x     (20.1)x    8.7x          11.6x        12.7x        15.1x        17.0x        

(EBITDA - CAPEX)/Interest Expense* (190.1)x    (107.6)x    (130.4)x    72.4x         211.2x     (20.1)x    8.7x          11.6x        12.7x        15.1x        17.0x        

Total Debt/EBITDA 0.0x            0.0x            0.0x            0.0x            0.1x          0.0x          3.3x          2.3x          2.1x          1.8x          1.6x          

Total Debt/EBITDA* 0.0x          3.3x          2.3x          2.1x          1.8x          1.6x          

ProjectionsHistoric
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debt obligations (2) paying and growing our dividend over time, and (3) funding our growth both organically 

and opportunistically through acquisitions.  We may also consider strategic and opportunistic repurchases of 

shares and special dividends.”  This last statement is very important as it conveys management’s willingness 

to shower shareholders with unexpected rewards. 

   

Despite all the tailwinds being provided to the firm, the sheer purchase price of an RV can result in a volatile 

market.  This volatility is estimated in an idiosyncratic spread well north of the historic average as well as 

reflective of the airline industry.  An argument could easily be made that this is entirely too conservative, 

which would only increase the estimated value of the firm.  Nonetheless, COVID-19, trade wars, the election, 

etc. cannot be downplayed.   

 

Interest Rate Projections 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

3MO ICE LIBOR 0.25% 0.25% 0.50% 1.00% 1.25% 1.50%

Spread (+) 1.50% 1.75% 2.00% 2.50% 2.75% 3.00%

2-Year Treasury 0.75% 0.50% 1.00% 1.25% 1.50% 1.63%

Spread (+) 2.00% 2.50% 3.00% 3.25% 3.50% 3.63%

5-Year Treasury 1.00% 0.75% 1.25% 1.50% 1.63% 1.75%

Spread (+) 2.50% 3.25% 3.75% 4.00% 4.13% 4.25%

7-Year Treasury 1.13% 0.88% 1.38% 1.75% 1.88% 2.13%

Spread (+) 2.85% 3.73% 4.23% 4.60% 4.73% 4.98%

10-Year Treasury 1.25% 1.00% 1.63% 2.00% 2.25% 2.63%

Spread (+) 3.25% 4.25% 4.88% 5.25% 5.50% 5.88%

30-Year Treasury 1.75% 1.50% 2.13% 2.63% 3.00% 3.50%

Spread (+) 3.85% 5.35% 5.98% 6.48% 6.85% 7.35%

Dynamic Cost of Capital Projections 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

Total Debt $0 $7 $367 $152 $6 $1,908

Total Preferred $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $11

Total Equity $2,825 $2,928 $4,017 $5,540 $5,004 $3,282

Debt Weight 0.00% 0.24% 8.37% 2.66% 0.12% 36.69% 30.00% 28.00% 27.00% 26.00% 25.00%

Preferred Weight 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.21% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Equity Weight 100.00% 99.76% 91.63% 97.34% 99.88% 63.10% 70.00% 72.00% 73.00% 74.00% 75.00%

Equity Beta 1.65x 1.65x 1.65x 1.65x 1.65x

Debt Beta 0.10x 0.10x 0.10x 0.10x 0.10x

Preferred Beta 0.20x 0.20x 0.20x 0.20x 0.20x

Asset Beta 1.18x 1.22x 1.23x 1.25x 1.26x

Risk Free Rate 0.25% 0.50% 1.00% 1.25% 1.50%

Perpetual Risk Free Rate 1.50% 2.13% 2.63% 3.00% 3.50%

Expected Market Return 3.00% 4.50% 5.13% 5.63% 6.00% 6.50%

Idiosyncratic Spread 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 5.00%

Cost of Capital 8.80% 9.15% 9.69% 9.99% 10.29%

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 3.00% 17.41% $133.81 8.41% 8.66% 8.91% 9.16% 9.41% 9.66% 9.91% 10.16% 10.41%

Discount 9.41% 2.00% $132.50 $127.52 $122.91 $118.61 $114.61 $110.87 $107.36 $104.07 $100.97

2.25% $138.22 $132.82 $127.83 $123.21 $118.90 $114.89 $111.14 $107.62 $104.32

Time 1 2 3 4 5 2.50% $144.42 $138.55 $133.15 $128.15 $123.51 $119.19 $115.17 $111.41 $107.89

Discount Factor 0.9190775 0.839403 0.757615 0.683243 0.612878 2.75% $151.17 $144.77 $138.89 $133.47 $128.46 $123.81 $119.48 $115.45 $111.68

Free Cash Flow $183 $385 $559 $690 $750 3.00% $158.54 $151.54 $145.12 $139.23 $133.80 $128.77 $124.11 $119.78 $115.73

Discounted FCF $168 $323 $423 $472 $460 3.25% $166.63 $158.93 $151.90 $145.47 $139.57 $134.12 $129.09 $124.41 $120.07

Terminal Value $7,390 3.50% $175.54 $167.03 $159.31 $152.27 $145.83 $139.91 $134.45 $129.40 $124.71

3.75% $185.41 $175.96 $167.44 $159.70 $152.64 $146.18 $140.24 $134.77 $129.71

Enterprise Value $9,236 4.00% $196.39 $185.85 $176.39 $167.84 $160.08 $153.01 $146.53 $140.58 $135.10

Outstanding Debt $1,850

Equity Value $7,386 80.01%

Shares Outstanding 55.2 (34.8)x     

Share Price $133.81 73.35%

Current Share Price $98.15

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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Bringing all the projections together yields a price tag of $133.81/share for THO.  The sensitivity analysis 

highlights a worst case scenario of $100.97/share and a best case scenario of $196.39/share.  Lastly, given 

the current share price of THO ($98.15), the base case not only implies a 27% discount, but shares reflecting a 

weak environment. 

Conclusion: 

Thor Industries has been the elephant in the RV industry for some time.  Despite that experience no one 

could have been prepared for COVID-19 nor the ripples a “new normal” would bring to leisure activities and 

travel.  Fortunately, management stands to benefit in this new normal as consumers are clearly focusing on 

outdoor activities and travel not in the confines of a cruise line or airline.  This renewed focus on outdoor 

activities and social distancing is a tailwind for the RV industry at large. 

Looking under the hood of THO only paints a more robust picture.  Dealer inventories are at a 5yr low while 

THO’s backlog is at an all-time high.  This is specifically the case for NA Towable, which is the largest margin 

product and revenue channel for the firm.  This trend is only exacerbated when examining the historical 

ownership pattern of RV’s as the trade in/exchange timeframe kicks in right when the effects of the COVID-

19 tailwind are projected to wane. 

The financials of the firm remain rock solid despite the recent addition of debt.  Management has a sizeable 

cash position, plus the projection of ongoing cashflow.  This strength in cashflow will provides the means to 

service the debt and possibly set the stage for one-off shareholder benefits. 

In conclusion, THO will be added to portfolios strategically to best take advantage of the market price versus 

the projected price. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to ask. 

Respectfully 

Kenny Blickenstaff, CFA 

CEO, Titan Investment Mgmt. LLC 
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Disclosures: 

Titan Investment Management LLC is a registered investment adviser.  Information presented is for educational 

purposes only and does not intend to make an offer or solicitation for the sale or purchase of any specific 
securities, investments, or investment strategies.  Investments involve risk and unless otherwise stated, are not 

guaranteed.  Be sure to first consult with a qualified financial adviser and/or tax professional before implementing 

any strategy discussed herein. Past performance is not indicative of future performance. 

 

Backtested Performance Disclosure Statement 
Backtested performance is NOT an indicator of future actual results. There are limitations inherent in hypothetical 

results particularly that the performance results do not represent the results of actual trading using client assets, 
but were achieved by means of retroactive application of a backtested model that was designed with the benefit of 

hindsight. The results reflect performance of a strategy not historically offered to investors and do NOT represent 
returns that any investor actually attained. Backtested results are calculated by the retroactive application of a 

model constructed on the basis of historical data and based on assumptions integral to the model which may or 
may not be testable and are subject to losses. 

 
Backtested performance is developed with the benefit of hindsight and has inherent limitations.  
  
Specifically, backtested results do not reflect actual trading, or the effect of material economic and market factors 

on the decision making process, or the skill of the adviser. Since trades have not actually been executed, results 
may have under- or over-compensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity, 

and may not reflect the impact that certain economic or market factors may have had on the decision-making 
process. Further, backtesting allows the security selection methodology to be adjusted until past returns are 

maximized. Actual performance may differ significantly from backtested performance. 

 
Model portfolio performance is not shown net of the model advisory fee of 1.00% the average fee charged by Titan 
Investment Management LLC, and gross of trading costs based on our Custodian TD Ameritrade. Performance does 

not reflect the deduction of other fees or expenses, including but not limited to brokerage fees, custodial fees and 
fees and expenses charged by mutual funds and other investment companies. Performance results shown include 

the reinvestment of dividends and interest on cash balances where applicable. The data used to calculate the 
model performance was obtained from sources deemed reliable and then organized and presented by Titan 

Investment Management LLC. 

 

 


